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The present invention relates to apparatusfor 
exploding land?'mines and particularly pertains 
to a plurality of. ‘flexible ?ails which are so moimt 
ed and driven as tostrike the ground and detonate 
the explosive charges of a mine ?eld. ' 
An object ofthepresent invention is to devise 

effective means 'j'for dealing with land mines in 
such a mannerthat they may be exploded harm 
lessly so that, forv example, a defensive mine?eld 
may be rapidly and e?iciently cleared in the sense 
that the mines are rendered harmless and the 
mine?eld, or a portion of the same, may thus be 
safely traversed by tanks or other vehicles or by 
infantry. . 

The invention consists in an attachment for a 
tank or other mobile unit comprising a heater de 
vice adapted to be carried in advance of the unit 
and to strike the ground surface and thus detonate 
well in advance of the unit any mine laid in the 
vicinity where a blow is struck. 
The invention also consists in an attachment 

for a tank or other mobile unit comprising a 
rotary member or rotor carrying a plurality of 
chains or like ?exible members disposed tozstrike 
the ground surface in advance of the unit and 
thus explode any‘mines laid in the vicinity of the 
points struck by’, the ?exible members. 
The invention’also consists in the provision of 

means for varying the height above ground at 
I which the rotary member is carried as may be re 

quired by the contour of the ground surface. 
Further features of the invention will be ap 

parent from the description given hereafter. > 
' The accompanying drawings illustrate one 
mode of carrying out the invention. 

Figure 1 is a side elevation, more or less dia 
grammatic, showing a part of a tank with one 
form of attachment in accordance ‘with the in 
vention. 
'Figure 2 is a plan on a somewhat larger scale of 

a portion of the attachment. 
Figure 3 is a side view on a larger scale of a 

part of the attachment, looking at the opposite 
side from that shown in Figure 1. 

Figures 4 to 6_are detail views showing one form 
of ?exible member that may be employed. 
In carrying my invention into effect in one con 

venient manner I form my improved mine-clear 
ing device as an attachment to be fitted at the 
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front end of a tank a. In one construction the 
attachment comprises a substantially U-shaped 
frame with the limbs disposed forwardly of the 
tank While the base or rear end of the U member 
is pivoted upon the body of the tank or upon 
brackets carried thereby. 

In the particular construction shown, the at 
tachment consists of two channel arms b con 
nected near their rear ends by cross tubes c 
which may be ?anged so that the ?anges may be 
bolted to the channels, or may be secured thereto 
in any other convenient manner. Welded or other 
wise secured to these tubes near each end thereof 
is a plate 01 to which are ?tted the pivot bushes on 
which the arms rotate, the plates being extended 
to form levers for a reason hereinafter explained. 
At the forward end of the frame I rotatably 

mount a. drum extending transversely of the tank 
.and conveniently the drum is made of cage-like 
form so that it is not likely to be damaged by the 
blast from exploding mines. 

In the form shown, the drum or rotor comprises 
a steel tube or other shaft e into the ends of which 
are welded hubs to which are secured end plates 
or discs J‘. To the shaft are secured four sets 
of arms at right angles to one another and equally 
spaced along the shaft. The arms are denoted 
by the references gg', 939394 and g5 and are all 

. tied together and to the end discs 1‘ by angles h 
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arranged parallel to the shaft. The rotor thus 
described is carried in split bearings bolted to 
the ends of the arms I), the ends being slotted (as 
shown in Figure 1) to permit of withdrawal of 
the rotor. 
The arms gg2 are longer than the others (as 

seen clearly in Figure 3) and these carry ?exible 
chain beaters hereafter described. In this way I 
form as it were a ?exible beater consisting of two 

- sets of chains extending transversely of the tank 
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and adapted, as the drum or the cage is revolved, 
to beat or "flail" the ground surface well in ad 
vance of the tank and experience has shown that 
even with a moderate rotation of the drum of, say, 
60 to 100 revolutions per minute the blows struck 
by the chains will be su?icient to detonate any 
mines laid in the vicinity of the points where 
such blows are struck even though these mines 
may be buried a relatively considerable distance 

: below the actual ground surface. 
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In the construction shown, two sets of chain 

beaters are provided, but it will be understood 
that any other number of sets may be chosen, 
and where there are more than one set, the beat 
ers of one row may be staggered in relation to 
another to give greater striking cover to the 
ground. The form of the ?exible beaters and the 
manner of attaching them to the rotor may be 
variously modi?ed, but in order to give good visi 
bility to the driver of the vehicle while at the 
same time affording a high degree of lateral sta 
bility to ensure good ground cover by maintaining ' 
the chains in position, I prefer the arrangement 
seen most clearly in Figure 2. In this construc 
tion, the arms gg2 have attached to them, a se 
ries of’ links 2' attached by T-pieces' to two tubes. 
7070', the adjacent ends of which are chamfered, 
as shown, to allow freedom of movement in one 
direction. The chains Z are attached to the tubes 
by swivels Z’ located between collars L2, the swivels 
preventing the chains from coiling themselves 
round the tubes. 
The form of chain which has been found very ' 

satisfactory in practice is that shown in Figures 5 
to 7 and consists of the ‘chain Z reinforced for 
half its length by two steel wire ropes mn (one 
only being shown in Figure 7 for clearness) 
threaded through two adjacent links next to the 
end links which are attached to the tube It or k’. 
The'cables are threaded through diagonally and 
are clipped to the chain at intervals by the clips 0 
and cross bolt 0'. The free ends of each cable 
are ‘united by a steel or other sleeve p into which 
they are soldered. ' 

‘The drum or cage may be rotated either from 
the tank motor or'from one of the track sprock 
ets thereof or preferably as shown from a sepa- _ 
rate motor q disposed in a housing at the side of ' 
the vtank, and the drive in any case may be by 
way of a propeller shaft r and worm and worm 
wheel 1*’, or by chains and sprockets or by other 
suitable means but the propeller shaft drive is 
preferred for obvious reasons. Also the propeller , 
shaft is preferably enclosed in a suitable casing. 
A- torque rod r2 may connect the housing of the 
w'orm‘and worm wheel to the adjacent arm I). If . 
desired, I may employ duplicate drives, one to 
each end of the drum, and with a separate engine 
for each drive. 
It will be clear that when the vehicle is moving 

over ground surface the contour of which is 
changing, the height of the drum or cage rotor 
may require tobe changed from time to time 
in order that the chainsor ?exible members may ’ 
strike the ground surface properly and this is 
cdnveniently effected by means of hydraulic jacks 
s carried at the sides of the tank and operating 
upon arms'or-levers’constituted by the extensions 
of the plates 01 secured to the pivots of the frame. 
so that the inclination of the latter may be varied 
as‘ required and as shown by the dotted lines in 
Figure 1. In this’ connection it will be understood 
that the controls for the drive and for the ad 
justment of the elevation of the rotary device 
are located inside the tank so as to be operable ' 
from within. ' 

From the foregoing description it will be seen 
that I have provided a simple form of attachment. 
for a mobile unitwhich is so constructed as to be 
liable to little or no damage from blast of ex 
ploding mines and which is under the control of 
an operator protected from such blast, and at the 
same time the device is such that it will succes 
sively-detonate all‘ mines buried in the path or 
track taken by the. vehicle. Thus I am able com- ' 
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50 movement of the'shtl ., .. , ,_ "“' 4. Apparatus for detonatingian‘d minesoome.‘ 

prising, a propelled ve'hicle,._a.pair of ‘spaced ar'i'z'is ,, 
mounted on an‘d'extendin'g forwardly" from :said‘ 
vehicle, a cage-like druniarran'ged transversely. 

55 of the arms and supportedfor rotation‘, on said,‘ 
arms, means for‘rotatlin'gsaid drum, and flexible; 
members connected to said drum of such lengths 
as to engage the ground in advance of. the drum... 

70 forward ends 
'"lthe ground. , ‘__ .. _ , _. . - 
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pletely to clear a path through a mine?eld which 
may be safely traversed by following vehicles or 
infantry and the extent of the area cleared may 
be varied by varying the width of the attachment 

5 and/ or by using a number of the same carried by 
vehicles taking different paths or tracks. 
The invention is not to be limited to the fore 

going details which are given by way of example 
only as I may modify the form of heaters and 

710 the means by which they are carried and driven 
depending uponlany practical requirements; for 
example, the chains may be're'plac'ed by lengths 
ofv cable or'I‘may" employspring arms or other 
suitable ?exible members and in some cases par 

15- ticularly when employing chains the device may 
' be rendered more effective by’attaching a ball at 
.the end of each of the chains. 

I claim: _ 

' l. A device for exploding land mines compris 
20 mg a shaft, means supporting the shaft above 

, the ground and ‘for movement on a given path 
of travel, means rotating the shaft in the course 
of its movement on such path, and ?exibly 
jointed ?ails attached to the shaft and of such 

25 a length so that as thesshaft rotates the flails 
strike the ground. in advanceof the shaft. __ 

2. A, device for expl'oding'land mines‘ compris-y 
ing, a shaft‘, means supporting the shaft above". 
the ground and for movement‘ on a given path 

30 of travel, means rotating the shaft in the course" 
‘of its movement on" said path, ?exibly jointed" 
?ail’s attached to the shaft and of such ‘a length 
that as the shaft’rotates the ?ails strike the 
ground, in advance of? the shaft,’ and means for“ 

35 adjusting the position ‘of the" shaft with refer? 
ence to the ground. 

3. A. sweeper for‘ land mines .comprising, frame ' 
, arms provided with pivotal mountings for con 
nection with a propelling vehicle,'said arms being 

40 disposed to extend forwardly of the vehicle, a‘ 
' shaft extending transversely between the ~arms," 
and‘ mounted for rotation on said arms, chains _j, 
attached to the"shaft,.meanfs including a prime '__ 
mover providedi'with driving connections forthe , 

45 actuation of said shaftat asp'eed to di'stend the 
"respective chains cir umfer'entially, and, the 
length of said chains‘ exceeding'the height of the 
shaft from the'surfacej traversed wherebyjthe '1 
chains will ?ail-such surface ‘in advance of‘ the, 

as the drum is rotatedQ,‘ 
60 _ 5. Apparatus for detonating’ land mines com—_. 

1 prising, a propelled vehicle,,a pair of’ spaced arms ‘ 
mounted on and extending forwardly from .‘saidv 
vehicle, a cageflike' arranged transverselyl'f 
of ‘the arms and supp'orted‘for rotation on‘ said? 

65 arms, means for rotating said drum,v flexible’ 
members connected tdsaid' drum and of such 
lengths’ as to engage'uthe'ground. in' advance of“ 
the drum as. the drum is'rotated, and hydraulic .. 
actuated"means'for?adjusting the position ofthe. 

of said ‘arms'iandthe drum above ' 

' (References on {following page) 
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